
 
Fraudulent insurance claims represent 10 percent of all claims paid in a 
typical property and casualty insurance company.  Saama Insurance Fraud 
Analytics enables insurers to screen claims on a near real-time basis 
against 30 flag models and 3 predictive models, enabling the routing of 
suspect claims to a special investigating unit (SIU) and moving the others 
ahead without delaying the claims settlement process.  The process can 
deliver as much as a 20 percent improvement in settlement time and a 
reduction in fraudulent claims paid by 15 percent.

The Opportunity
The biggest challenge for insurers in the analysis of fraud is to effectively 
identify the roughly 10 percent of claims that may be fraudulent without 
causing undo delay to the 90 percent that are genuine. Another challenge 
in analyzing fraudulent activity is that up to 75 percent of the data to be 
analyzed is unstructured data. Saama’s unique Big Data approach creates 
a process that can quickly categorize claims on a continuum of “likely” to 
“highly unlikely” to be fraudulent. The creation of swim lanes for claims 
based on a potential for fraud allows energy to be focused on claims most 
likely to be fraudulent, and creates a rapid path for those claims that are 
highly unlikely to be an issue.

Big Data, Data Science-based Fraud Prediction and 
Prevention 

Saama Insurance Fraud Analytics allows claims to be analyzed from all 
angles. The ability to quickly get a view into the insured’s and the other 
involved party’s key information is critical. A broad range of sources 
including: social media, internal claims history, claims notes, weather, 
telematics data, OFAC and NetMap data, enables a claims processor to get 
an immediate view into problematic patterns based on Saama-supplied 
30 flag models and 3 prediction models. The solution also enables the 
processor to see party–to–party network relationships between the 
insured, the repair facility or contractor, and other relationships that exist 
surrounding a claim. The ability to bring together a view that integrates 
a wide range of sources is the real power of the solution. The use of data 
science to analyze and continuously improve the flag and predictive 
models builds nimbleness into the solution that is critical. Fraud is 
constantly changing shape and tactics, and so must the analytical 
approach to detect it.

Saama delivers a powerful 
analytics solution to Insurers 
to better identify fraudulent 
claims and to fast track claims 
unlikely to be fraudulent. The 
ability of the Saama solution to 
build correlations across a wide 
range of data sources makes 
it a very powerful approach in 
today’s ever-changing market.

Saama Insurance Fraud 
Analytics: driving 20% more 
rapid claims processing and 
eliminating 10% of fraudulent 
claims payments.

A Very Powerful Solution

Saama Insurance Fraud Analytics 
Advanced Analytics Reduce Fraud, Assist in More Rapid and Accurate Claims Settlements
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Saama for Insurance Claims & Fraud Detection Analytics
Data Science – Unique Technology Assets – Domain Expertise

Saama’s Data Science team is invaluable in the initial solution development, 
utilizing Saama’s impressive (3000 strong) algorithm library to settle on the ideal 
analytical approach for each need. Once the solution is in place, the addition of 
new data sources, or the addition of visualization options for existing analysis, 
are very quick projects.

Saama has been able to drive even higher ROI by utilizing Saama’s strong 
domain experience. Saama’s expertise in analytics, underwriting, and actuarial 
disciplines makes it an ideal partner. 

Contact us today: www.saama.com/industries/insurance/insurance-analytics/
or sales@saama.com

Closed-loop Cycle for Actionable Fraud Prevention 

Saama Insurance Fraud Analytics provides full integration with the existing claims lifecycle. The solution generates a 
fraud score that is immediately integrated into the claims processing system. In addition to the information on individual 
claims, the solution generates 10 easy-to-interpret fraud prediction scorecards and dashboards that allow for regular 
monitoring of claims in process, and the potential risk associated with them. These dashboards give a powerful macro 
view and allow for full drill-down capability to the individual claim details. Saama’s solution also utilizes a cutting edge 
technology to empower claims processors and SIU to utilize a universal search capability. This capability uses natural 
language syntax to search all the connected data sets for references to names, policy numbers, company names, 
addresses and other critical information. It is a very powerful tool for creating automated connections and correlations 
associated with any claim, and is an immense asset to the skilled investigator when coupled with their intuition and 
experience.

The Saama Difference  

Saama brings a unique set of capabilities to solving the fraud challenges of today’s Insurance companies. The fundamental 
challenge is to be able to create a solution that allows the claims organization and SIU to focus on meeting the needs of 
customers, and for both groups to get detailed insights from Saama Insurance Fraud Analytics to better enable their claims 
process. Saama, through the use of its Fluid Analytics Engine™-powered Insurance Fraud Analytics, can deliver rapid 
deployment. The integration with necessary data sets, 30 flag and 3 predictive models to be used for analysis, and final 
development of the visualization methodologies, can all be completed in a matter of weeks. In many cases, customers have 
been able to use the Saama solution as a replacement for other more manual processes that greatly restrict the flexibility 
and completeness of the analysis, and are the source of many delays in the claims process. Saama’s advanced data mining 
and semantic algorithms are used to perform automatic crawling of social content and unstructured data for better claims 
processing.

 

Saama Claims Analytics 
enables better claims 
processing, intelligent 
fraud detection, and 
an improved customer 
experience.


